
   
  $10K Cash Vault Drawing 
  May 2024 Rules  

 

1. Who can enter? Genting Rewards members who are 18 years of age and older with a Genting Rewards 
card are eligible to participate. Individuals who are on the New York State Voluntary Self Exclusion 
(‘VSE’) list or the Resorts World Hudson Valley Involuntary Exclusion list are not eligible to participate. 
 

2. When?  Beginning 9:00am Wednesday, May 1, 2024, through 4:00pm Sunday, May 12, 2024, the 
(‘Promotional Period’), Genting Rewards members will earn 1 entry for every 10 points earned at 
any VLT or ETG. The (‘Drawing Session’) will take place at 4:00pm Sunday, May 12, 2024. 
 

3. How? During the (‘Promotional Period’), members will earn 1 electronic entry for every 10 points 
played at any VLT or ETG, while playing with their Genting Rewards card properly inserted. There 
is no limit to the number of entries that a member may earn, however, each member may only win 
once. In PKMS (Power Kiosk Management System), members’ entries will be stored, but must be 
activated by playing at any VLT or ETG 1 hour prior to the (‘Drawing Session’) with their Genting 
Rewards card properly inserted playing their favorite game. Please visit Genting Rewards with any 
entry inquiries. If the members’ entries are not activated 1 hour prior to the drawing, the entries 
will not be eligible for participation.  
 
The winners’ names will be announced over the AV system. Selected names will have five (5) 
minutes from the drawing time they were selected to report to the promotional table in front of 
RW Bet Sports Bar, the (‘Promotional Area’), to be declared the winner. If the selected names do 
not arrive at the (‘Promotional Area’) within five (5) minutes or make themselves known to a RWHV 
team member, a new name or names will be selected. Prizes will be awarded based on eligibility 
and the time that the entry is drawn. For example, the first eligible entry drawn will be assigned 
the prize of highest value. Winners must be present to claim the prize. Malfunction of the slot 
machines that do not register is the player’s responsibility and must be reported immediately and 
within the parameters of the promotion time. 
 

4. Prizes: Grand Prize $5,000 cash; 2nd-6th Place $1,000 cash. The total value of all prizes is $10,000. 
Prizes are only valid once. 
 

5. Prize Acceptance: All costs/expenses incurred in accordance with the prize awarded (if applicable) are 
the responsibility of the member. The member is responsible for all taxes. By accepting a prize, the 
member acknowledges any and all restrictions, expiration dates, and liabilities. Members may be 
required to complete and execute an Affidavit of Eligibility/Release of Liability, a Publicity Release, 
and an IRS W-9. No substitution of a prize by the member will be permitted unless otherwise stated 
in the official rules. Free Slot Play vouchers are not valid on ETGs or Video Poker and must be played on 

the same day of issuance. Prizes are not transferable, assignable, or redeemable for cash, unless 
otherwise stated. 
 

6. All federal, state, and local laws and regulations apply. By accepting a prize, members agree to the 
use of their name and/or likeness for purposes of advertising or trade without further compensation. 
Members must claim prizes in person and present both their valid photo ID and Genting Rewards card. 
 

7. Employees at Resorts World Hudson Valley, Resorts World Catskills, Resorts World New York City, 
Empire Resorts Inc., Montreign Operating Company, LLC, Monticello Raceway Management, Empire 
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Resorts Real Estate I, LLC, Empire Resorts Real Estate II, LLC, Bally Gaming Systems, Aristocrat, IGT, 
Konami, Everi, Spielo, MGT, Interblock LLC, Scientific Games/Light & Wonder, SDG, and/or Multimedia  
 
 
Games and/or their spouses, siblings, children, and/or other dependents living in the same residence 
are not eligible to participate. Offer void where prohibited or restricted. 
 

8. Any dispute or situation not covered by the official rules will be resolved by Resorts World Hudson 
Valley (‘RWHV’) management in a manner deemed to be fairest to all concerned, and that decision 
shall be final and binding on all participants. In addition, RWHV has the right to void any entry and/or 
to change, cancel, or modify this promotion at any time. Participation in this promotion is an 
agreement to abide by all the rules of the promotion and the official rules of RWHV. 
 

9. A minimum number of members must be checked in on the Promotional Day. If participation falls 
below the required minimum, the promotion may be considered null and void, pending NYSGC 
approval. 
 

10. It is the member’s responsibility to confirm their card is inserted and registering play to be qualified 
for earning points and entries for drawings occurring for the month. If the drawing requires printed  
physical entries, then it is the member’s responsibility to keep all entries earned during the earning 
period and deposit their entries into the physical drawing drum during the time drum is open. Any 
entry not deposited into the physical drawing drum will be disqualified from participation in the 
drawing. If a non-eligible entry is selected during the drawing, that name will not be considered 
eligible to be selected and will be placed to the side. A new entry will be selected. Any entry not 
printed on the day of which it was earned will be considered void and forfeited. 
 

11. Individuals on the self-exclusion list, exclusion list, and individuals who are prohibited from entering 
the property are not eligible for participation in this promotion.   
 

12. NYSGC will be notified immediately in the event of a cancellation or if the promotion fails to run as 
submitted. 
 

 


